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Abstract
Attempts to model any present or future power grid face a huge challenge because a power grid is a complex system,
with feedback and multi-agent behaviors, integrated by generation, distribution, storage and consumption systems, using
various control and automation computing systems to manage electricity flows.
Our approach to modeling is to build upon an established model of the low voltage electricity network which is tested
and proven, by extending it to a generalised energy model.
But, in order to address the crucial issues of energy efficiency, additional processes like energy conversion and storage,
and further energy carriers, such as gas, heat, etc., besides the traditional electrical one, must be considered. Therefore
a more powerful model, provided with enhanced nodes or conversion points, able to deal with multidimensional flows, is
being required.
This article addresses the issue of modeling a local multi-carrier energy network. This problem can be considered as
an extension of modeling a low voltage distribution network located at some urban or rural geographic area. But instead
of using an external power flow analysis package to do the power flow calculations, as used in electric networks, in this
work we integrate a multiagent algorithm to perform the task, in a concurrent way to the other simulation tasks, and
not only for the electric fluid but also for a number of additional energy carriers. As the model is mainly focused in
system operation, generation and load models are not developed.
Keywords: complex systems, agent based modeling, electrical grid, smart grid, renewable energy systems, microgrids
modeling, multi-carrier energy systems.
1. Introduction
It is an indisputable fact that levels of welfare, health
and life expectancy that distinguish our present civiliza-
tion are due to the progressive development of technology
and the increasing use of energy. But it is clearly not
possible to follow a development model based on continu-
ous growth since, because our world is finite, there comes
a time, sooner or later, in which the phenomenon called
saturation appears: the finite resources are exhausted or
reach intolerable levels.
After the first warnings on climate change were observed
about 40 years ago, a number of scientists, experts and
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organizations began to do research and to publish alarm-
ing results on probable climate change. That number has
grown steadily and today almost all nations of the world
have scientists, experts and institutions dedicated to the
study of the subject and promote initiatives to mitigate
their effects, so there are thousands of organizations across
the world devoted to climate studies, effects and corrective
actions [1, 2, 3].
1.1. Energy systems research
Some of the most important guidelines arising from
practically all directives, policies and rules, with special
significance to us are: increasing the use of renewable en-
ergy and improving efficiencies in generation, consumption
and storage of energy.
Of special interest to our work are protection, moni-
toring and control systems at all voltage levels, equipment
aiming at two-way digital communication, intelligent mon-
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itoring and management of electricity generation, trans-
mission, distribution and consumption.
In addition to distributed electricity generation, the
recommendations are for diversification of energy sources
without relying too heavily on a single source of energy. So
they are supporting the use of natural gas and cogenera-
tion systems, cooperating with the electric network leading
to a new energy network [2].
1.2. Related work and scope
A number of special software tools exist for simulation of
electrical and hybrid systems, like HOMER, RETScreen,
RAPSIM, Hybrid2, ViPOR, etc. However, although they
allow the user for evaluating and optimising designs, using
their built-in load models procedures and specialised pro-
cedures, all of them are closed systems that must be used
as they are.
Regarding agent-based methodology, others have used
it for energy network modeling. However, some applica-
tions are closely related to a particular technology, such
as for example sensors and communication protocols [4]
and others try to model very special problems, such as for
example outages and faults in the power grid [5]. Even
the idea of the creation of an agent based modeling of en-
ergy networks has been published in other papers [6], but
mainly focused on optimization problems.
The original contribution presented in this paper con-
sists of setting up a general approach for modeling multi-
carrier energy systems, in a completely open and self-
contained way, only based in the mathematical equations
of energy networks, and therefore independent of any tech-
nology, with ability to model any energy system, from
small systems (as for example the power network in an
electric car), to bigger ones (as for example the power net-
work in a neighborhood). Furthermore, our development
is extensible: it was obtained by extending the simple elec-
trical network to a larger energy network, really a multi-
plex network [7], and it could be expanded further, to try
to model even more complex systems, such as so-called
sociotechnical systems [8].
2. Power grid evolution
The electricity grid has been in continuous evolution,
from its beginning in the early nineteenth century until
now and probably will do so in the future, affecting to its
structure and elements.
In the classical grid, electric generators located at power
stations obtain electric energy with high signal quality
from classical energy sources. The transmission lines carry
the electric power flow from generators to consumers, and
the transformers serve to step-up for transmission and
step-down for consumption of the energy [9]. The electric
power flow is controlled in a centralized way and prices
are fixed to be constant over long periods by the supply
company.
This situation is changed and now, due to the use of
renewable energy resources (solar, wind, biomass, etc.),
the electrical distributed generation is characterised by
high level of intermittency and poor signal quality, which
strengthens the need to take action to compensate. To
make better use of the discontinuous generation, two pos-
sibilities exist:
1. Establishing, demand-side management to seek plug-
ging the more powerful loads in periods with higher
generation and disconnect them during the lowest
generation ones.
2. Storing excess energy produced during periods of peak
generation and use when it is needed.
The first possibility has been the object of modeling in
some of the authors previous works [10, 11, 12]. Clearly, a
better performance would be obtained if the two possibil-
ities are used simultaneously [13].
2.1. Microgrids
A microgrid is a cluster of electricity users and mi-
crosources that operate as a single controllable system for
generating and using power. It encompasses a variety of
distributed generation (DG), distributed storage (DS) and
end-use loads. The microgrid enables the production and
storage of renewable energy, as well as the exchange of elec-
tricity between energy providers and consumers, to take
place locally. Microgrids can be considered as autonomous
subsystems inside the powergrid. They can operate as “is-
lands”, but their most prominent common perspective is
the integration of DG. Previous work of the authors on
microgrids can be found in [11, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18].
2.2. The smart grid
The increasing incorporation of new elements of infor-
mation and communication technologies (ICT), such smart
meters, confers a much more complicated structure to the
network, and must now be considered as a complex system
of systems [17], the so called Smart-Grid [12, 19].
2.3. The future energy network
In descriptions of the Smart-Grid, only electrical ele-
ments are invariably considered. But, as indicated in Sec-
tion 1, many directives and recommendations are aimed
at improving the energy efficiency in production, trans-
port, storage, transform and consumption processes. This
makes the modeling process very attractive since exper-
imenting on systems of systems is not generally feasible.
It also makes modeling rather complicated because as de-
scribed later, new elements to transform and store energy,
and more networks in addition to the electrical one, for
other energy carriers, like water, gas, fuel, etc., must be
considered.
In this paper we build upon a published approach in
order to develop a model for multi-carrier energy networks:
the intelligent hub [18], used in electrical grid modeling,
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the aim has been to extend its functionality for multi-
carrier energy computational approaches such as Energy
Hubs [6].
3. Model conceptualization and design
When trying to model the electricity grid one has two
ways: first using specific electrical engineering tools and
second using non specific mathematical tools, mainly from
graph theory [20, 21], or computational, using object ori-
ented programming, agent-based modeling, network mod-
eling and simulation. In the first case the approaches have
been successful for modeling the classical grid. But prob-
lems arise when trying to model the current grid because
those tools are not enough to cope well with its real situ-
ation nor with the future Smart Grid. Some reasons are:
1. Possible switching behavior of generators and loads,
due to renewable distributed generators and demand
side management, respectively.
2. Event driven behaviors of generators and loads
3. Network structural changes. This is evident in opera-
tions of connection and disconnection of a microgrid,
and also when accidental or catastrophic failures oc-
curs.
4. Definition of a more powerful data structure for nodes.
It becomes necessary in order to model some more
powerful nodes [13] for the Smart Grid, with capacity
to hold more data than the complex voltage value.
5. Working with interdisciplinary teams usually requires
more general tools than the specialist ones used by
electric engineers.
So some years ago we proceeded the second way. With
practically no classical electrical software being reusable,
our first attempt was to represent the electricity network
using the mathematically correct elements and modeling
them using object oriented, agent-based software [14], hop-
ing so intending the models would be generalized to dif-
ferent situations and instances which could appear in the
electrical network. For this, an important aspect, in our
opinion, was for the grid model elements to be as sim-
ple as possible. Other researchers attempted simulation
of the envisioned real grid, using aggregate models of ac-
tual components (even including electronic and communi-
cation components) [22], into multi-agent models. In the
authors opinion those methods can be used as design ap-
proaches facing the implementation (for mobile robotics
for instance) but are not a very convenient way for large
simulation models, because that way the agents contains
unnecessary details (like communication protocols for ex-
ample) and the resulting model can became very large [23].
It seems interesting to note that some time ago, a growing
number of authors were studying the Smart Grid in the
context of complex systems [24, 18, 17], with two differ-
ent visions in their treatments: a top-down, deterministic,
based on the physical laws laws governing the system, and
another less deterministic, bottom-up, suitable to agent-
based models and able to produce the emerging dynamics
during simulation. However, we think these approaches
are not independent but are closely interrelated and in
fact they constitute the essence of both real life and the
model.
So the new method we propose here is a top-down design
of the network structure and all and each one of its compo-
nents, using simplified models, and a bottom-up aggrega-
tion of all of them into a multi-agent model describing the
grid. We highlight the use of the bottom-up approaches to
investigate future ’what-if’ scenarios, allowing the user to
modify and extend the load simulation using recognizable
components.
3.1. Electric circuit
An electric circuit or electrical network is represented by
a weighted graph (V,E) where V ⊂ N is the set of vertices
or nodes and E ⊂ V × V is the set of edges. Moreover, a
weight, i.e. a scalar, real number (resistance) or complex
number (impedance) is associated with each edge. Its elec-
trical behavior is completely determined: if given voltages
are applied at some (border) nodes, then currents circulate
through the edges, and the other (interior) nodes acquire
voltages, which can be calculated by Ohm and Kirchhoff
laws, and also using probabilistic random graph methods
[25].
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Figure 1: Electric network
A typical problem in electrical networks [21, p.59] is
thus: given the voltage values at some network nodes, typ-
ically named sources or generators, then obtain the voltage
values at all other nodes in the network. Let us illustrate
it with an example. Figure 1 shows an electrical network
with 14 nodes, where the resistance value of each connec-
tion across a couple of nodes is assumed to be equal to
1. The problem posed is, given the voltage values at the
boundary nodes, we are asked for the voltage values at the
internal nodes [25].
A right solution to the problem is obtained using stan-
dard electrical circuits like the so called mesh or node
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methods, based on the Ohm and Kirchhoff laws, that in
essence consist of solving a system of linear equations. The
solution for the voltage values, as can be seen in [25, p.22],
is 
va
vb
vc
vd
ve
 =

0.8230
0.7865
0.8764
0.5056
0.3230

Another way to address the problem is related to the (orig-
inal) Dirichlet problem, i.e., the problem of finding a func-
tion, solution of the Laplace partial differential equation
∂2u
∂x2
+ ∂
2u
∂y2
= 0
in the interior of a given region and that takes prescribed
values on its boundary. The solutions of this problem are
named harmonic functions.
An important property of harmonic functions is that the
value u(x, y) is equal to the average of the values over any
circle with center (x, y) lying inside the region [25, p.17].
Physically, this property is closely related to the principles
of mass/matter conservation and continuity of flow.
For the discrete Dirichlet problem the function u(·) takes
values at the nodes of a network (weighted graph), and
if all the weights are equal to one the property can be
expressed as: the value uv at any internal node v equals to
the average value at all nodes connected to it:
uv =
∑
x∈Cv
vx
|Cv| (1)
where Cv is the set of the nodes connected to the node
v. In general, if the weights are scalar, real or complex
numbers, it is easy to show that
uv =
∑
x∈Cv
vx
Zx∑
x∈Cv
1
Zx
(2)
where Zx is the weight of the edge (v, x), called impedance
in case of electrical networks.
The relaxation method consist of starting from an initial
value at any internal node and applying iteratively the
rule, to calculate the value at each internal node. Note
that the iteration is carried out only on the interior nodes.
It is known that the sequence of values at each node
converges to the solution of the Laplace equation.
In the case of the electrical network circuit shown above
(Figure 1) the values calculated by the relaxation method
converges to the previously calculated ones. For this, we
start the iteration from node a, following to b, c, d, e.
Then, for the first iteration, i = 1, we have
va = (vb + 1 + 1 + vd)/4 = (0 + 1 + 1 + 0)/4 = 0.5
vb = (1 + 1 + va + ve)/4 = (1 + 1 + 0.5 + 0)/4 = 0.625
vc = (vd + 1 + 1 + 1)/4 = (0 + 1 + 1 + 0)/4 = 0.75
vd = (ve + va + vc + 0)/4 = (0 + 0.5 + 0.75 + 0)/4 = 0.3125
ve = (0 + vb + vd + 0)/4 = (0 + 0.625 + 0.3125 + 0)/4 = 9375
After iteration i finishes, the next iteration is computed
using the same formulae but using the variable values cal-
culated in the previous one. Table 1 shows the results from
10 iterations.
i va vb vc vd ve
1 0.5000 0.6250 0.7500 0.3125 0.2344
2 0.7344 0.7422 0.8281 0.4492 0.2979
3 0.7979 0.7739 0.8623 0.4895 0.3159
4 0.8159 0.7829 0.8724 0.5010 0.3210
5 0.8210 0.7855 0.8753 0.5043 0.3225
6 0.8225 0.7862 0.8761 0.5052 0.3229
7 0.8229 0.7864 0.8763 0.5055 0.3230
8 0.8230 0.7865 0.8764 0.5056 0.3230
9 0.8230 0.7865 0.8764 0.5056 0.3230
10 0.8230 0.7865 0.8764 0.5056 0.3230
Table 1: Node voltage values at each iteration
As it can be seen, after the 7-th iteration the values
converge to those calculated before (with 4 decimal digits
of precision).
The relaxation method is decentralized, since the calcu-
lus process is made locally at each node, using only the
data of nodes connected to it, so it is especially well suited
to be used in agent based models, as we will see in section
5.
3.2. Flow networks
As later in this article we will need to model not only
electricity networks but also other fluid distribution net-
works, such as gas, water, etc., used in facilities in cities
and industry, in this section we will try to review some im-
portant schemes and methods useful for their calculation
and modeling.
An electrical network, or circuit, is an special case of a
more general kind of networks, the so called flow networks,
also known as transport networks. Such networks have
been long studied by Graph Theory [20], being one of its
first and most important applications. A flow network can
be used to model a number of real systems such as electric
circuits, road traffic, fluids through pipes, etc.
In this theory, a flow network is usually represented
by a weighted graph G = (V,E), where V = {1, . . . n},
E ⊂ V × V , in which a real (or complex) number vi is
assigned to each vertex i and another real (or complex)
number eij is assigned to each edge (i, j), for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n.
Some times vertices and edges are called nodes and arcs,
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respectively, and also other special names in some applica-
tions. The variables associated with the vertices and edges
are often called across and through variables, respectively.
Every vertex (i) inG is associated with a number ei (across
variable) representing the effort at the corresponding ver-
tex, and every edge (i, j) is associated with a number fij
(through variable) representing the flow passing through
the edge. It is known that the product of these two vari-
ables is power [26]:
pij = fij(ei − ej).
Figure 2 shows a flow network G with n + 1 vertices (a
further node e0 has been used) in which some vertices and
edges are drawn. Usually arbitrary directions are assigned
to flows and then the graph becomes a digraph.
en
ej
e1
e0
f01
f02
f0i
f0j
f0n f12
f2i
fjn fij
e2
ei
Figure 2: Network graph
In the different technological areas, constitutive rela-
tions give the relations between the across and flow vari-
ables, such as fij = ϕ(ei, ej), that some times can be
considered as linear fij = cij(ei − ej) or quadratic fij =
dij(e2i − e2j ). If we assume linear constitutive relations, we
have
f0 = (e0 − e1)c01 + . . .+ (e0 − ei)c0i + . . .+ (e0 − en)c0n
f1 = (e1 − e0)c10 + . . .+ (e1 − ei)c1i + . . .+ (e1 − en)c1n
...
fi = (ei − e0)ci0 + . . .+ (ei − ej)cij + . . .+ (e1 − en)cin
...
fn = (en − e0)cn0 + . . .+ (en − ei)cni + . . .+ (en − en−1)cn,n−1
where
fi =
n∑
j=0
j 6=i
fij
The left hand side is the given net flow injection at each
node, and the equation is based on the law of conservation
of flow. The system of equations can be written in matrix
notation as
f0
f1
...
fi
...
fn

=

c00 −c01 . . . −c0i . . . −c0n
−c10 c11 . . . −c1i . . . −c1n
...
... . . .
...
...
−ci0 −ci2 . . . cii . . . −cin
...
...
... . . .
...
−cn0 −cn2 . . . −cni . . . cnn


e0
e1
...
ei
...
en

where
cii =
n∑
j=0
j 6=i
cij
The matrix L = [cij ]n0 is named the Laplacian Matrix,
or Kirchhoff Matrix, of the graph G. If as usual, one of
the nodes, for example node 0, is used as reference node,
we have
e0 = 0
and then
f1
...
fi
...
fn
 =

c11 . . . −c1i . . . −c1n
... . . .
...
...
−ci2 . . . cii . . . −cin
...
... . . .
...
−cn2 . . . −cni . . . cnn


e1
...
ei
...
en
 (3)
that is
F = CE (4)
and f0 =
∑n
i=1 c0iei. It is easy to see that for quadratic
constitutive relations one gets
F = DE˜ (5)
where D = [dij ]n0 and E˜ = [e2j ]n0 .
Equations (4), (5) or other obtained for different consti-
tutive relations, can be used for analysis and calculus in
different areas. Note that in order to obtain the diagonal
elements cii of matrix C, the elements ci1, i = 1, . . . , n in
the first column of matrix L are also needed.
3.3. Modeling the electrical grid
Engineers use grid models to estimate the voltages and
currents anywhere in the circuit. If voltages at all the
network generators (or current sources) are given, then a
linear system results and mesh (or nodal) analysis can be
used to solve the problem using standard linear algebra
methods, or even the relaxation method described in Sec-
tion 3.1.
But in the most usual problem in electrical power sys-
tems engineering, the statement is different and it leads
to a non-linear system of equations. In this case, the
most common method used is Power Flow Analysis. This
method is explained in detail in classical power system
books [27, 28] and indeed we could use the formulas that
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appear in them. But instead we are interested in deduc-
ing the appropriate expressions from (4), since we aim to
solve the problem using an agent based model and also to
obtain an homogeneous formulation for all types of energy
carriers.
3.4. Power Flow
As it is well know, in alternative current analysis (AC),
using phasorial notation, the apparent power results to be
s = v i∗ (6)
Expressions (3) and (4), valid for networks carrying any
type of energy carrier, for electrical networks can be writ-
ten as
i1
...
ii
...
in
 =

y11 . . . −y1i . . . −y1n
... . . .
...
...
−yi2 . . . yii . . . −yin
...
... . . .
...
−yn2 . . . −yni . . . ynn


v1
...
vi
...
vn
 (7)
that is the Ohm law,
I = YV (8)
where V, I ∈ Cn are the voltages and intensities in the
network (across and through variables) and Y ∈ Cn×n is
called the admittance matrix.
IfV is given (and also if I is given), equation 8 represents
a linear system of equations and then the solution can be
obtained using standard linear algebra methods or relax-
ation methods. But it is not the case because for typical
electrical network problems, three different kind of buses
exist, each with different specified variables, and then a
non-linear system of 2n equations on 2n real unknowns
results. Let us briefly consider the matter.
3.4.1. Power Flow calculus
Each bus in a power system can be classified in one
of three types Slack, Control and Load, each denoted by
symbol, as Figure 3 show, for the schematic representation
commonly used in wiring diagrams, books and papers on
electrical engineering. Sometimes they are also called, Ref-
erence or Swing, PV and PQ, respectively. The difference
between these buses is due to the known and unknown
magnitudes assigned to them are different:
0. Slack bus - voltage magnitude and phase are known -
active and reactive powers are unknown
1. Control bus - voltage magnitude and active power are
known - phase angle and reactive power are unknown
2. Load bus - active and reactive power are known - volt-
age magnitude and phase are unknown
where a bus index 0, 1, 2, is used to refer to them.
Some hypotheses assumed are that only one slack bus
exists in the network, and any number of control and load
Slack Control
Load Mix
Figure 3: Bus types
buses can be attached at each bus, giving a mixed bus in
this case, as Figure 3 shows, and then the net power, i.e.
the arithmetic sum of power of all connected buses to this
bus, must be calculated at initialization. Note this mixed
bus is able to model a number of actual node states, like
any mix of generators and loads, very useful in renewable
distributed generation, and also energy storage handling,
by letting negative values to the associate flow for store
energy and positive ones for use it, acting then as genera-
tors.
The slack bus acts automatically as source/sink, i.e. it is
able to generate or sink all the amount of power generated
or consumed at all other buses in the network.
Usually a per-unit representation is used. That means
that each actual magnitude X at some element in the sys-
tem is expressed as a fraction
Xpu =
X
Xbase
of some base magnitude Xbase fixed for each element (usu-
ally its nominal value). Using this notation, calculus be-
comes easier and schematics are simplified because some
elements (like transformers) disappear from the circuit,
which then can be represented as a standard graph.
An iterative process follows. For each i-th bus, if bus
type is 2, given pi and qi then the complex number vi must
be calculated. From Equation (7), the intensity injection
at bus i (i = 1, . . . , n) is
ii =
n∑
k=1
yikvk = viyii +
n∑
k=1
k 6=i
yikvk (9)
and since Equation (6) yields
s∗i = vi i∗i = pi − jqi ⇒ v∗i ii = pi − jqi ⇒ ii =
pi − jqi
v∗i
,
(10)
substituing ii into Equation (9), the complex voltage value
at bus i equals
vi =
1
yii
pi − jqiv∗i −
n∑
k=1
k 6=i
yikvk
 (11)
If bus type is 1, Equation (11) is not directly applica-
ble because the reactive power qi is unknown. But, since
voltage vi is given, then from Equations (9) and (10) an
estimate of it can be performed,
6
qi = −Im
(
v∗i
n∑
k=1
vikvk
)
, (12)
and after that, Equation (11) can also be used.
And finally, if bus type is 0, Slack bus (usually with
i = 1), the active and reactive powers, pi and qi, can be
calculated, using (9) and (10). The above rules are usually
implemented in the so called Gauss-Seidel algorithm [27].
This process is computed by the agents in the model, in a
decentralized manner. Each agent computes its “rule”, i.e.
the complex voltage value vi at each i-th node is computed
and then it is immediately used as actual value for calcu-
lating the new voltage value vi+1 at the next agent. In this
way, from the aggregate of all agents emerges the behav-
ior of the network, that is, the flow of power through the
lines. It is interesting to note that sequence order of agents
is not determinant, any can be valid, and for this reason it
is well suited to cope with possible sudden changes in the
network.
4. Modeling energy networks
Today the most extended and used energy network is
the electric one where the electrical energy is transmit-
ted from node to node through electrical lines. As it was
showed before, an electrical network can be mathemati-
cally represented by a weighted graph G = (V,E), where
V is the set of vertices and E is the set of edges in the
network andthe power flow algorithm is usually used to
calculate the electrical voltages at the nodes and currents
or powers flowing through the edges.
A multi-carrier energy network consist of a number of
energy conductors, through which different kind of energy
flows between the network nodes, usually using special flu-
ids called energy carriers, where they can interact with
each other and the environment. The idea to model these
kind of networks is to exploit as much as possible the ele-
ments of electrical networks, trying to use them for other
energy carriers and then combine them in a multi-carrier
network. For doing so, a re-thinking of the node and edge
concepts, using the Hub concept developed in [6], with
a special version of the multi-agent power-flow algorithm
developed by the authors [18, 17] to extend it to the multi-
carrier case, has been implemented.
Some part of the work has been done already and showed
before because the main the previously calculated formulae
are valid not only for electrical systems, but also for any
other kind of energy carriers.
4.1. Energy kinds
Electrical power is not the only energy carrier. Gas and
heat utilities are very useful to cover domestic energy de-
mand. In the gas utility, gas flows through pipes from
some generator nodes where the fluid is pushed into the
network to other consumer nodes where the chemical en-
ergy in the gas is transformed into heat for use it. In
Energy kind energy carrier energy conductor color
Mechanical (m) none shafts and pulleys black
Electrical (e) electricity wires red
Chemical (g) gas or liquid pipes green
Thermal (h) gas or liquid pipes blue
Communications digital signal wires-air-vacuum gold
Table 2: Energy kind
the heat utility, usually water (sometimes as steam) flows
through pipes from generators to consumers, where the
thermodynamical energy in the gas is transformed to heat
and used.
Another way to deliver energy that can be seen in books
are old systems of mechanical power transmission, widely
used during the Industrial Revolution, which, although not
widely used today as heating services, are often used as
subsystems within other facilities. These single mechanic
systems do not use fluids nor pipes but energy goes directly
from generator nodes to consumer nodes through a system
of shafts and pulleys.
These are probably the four kinds of energy most used
in existing facilities. There are, of course, other kind of
possible energy transmission, such as electromagnetic en-
ergy through air or special media, light energy (sun, laser),
etc., but in this paper, we will use only those four.
Moreover, although it is not really an energy transmis-
sion in the usual sense, a further kind of energy, communi-
cation, has been added. It represents digital signals flowing
through some media to send messages - usually related to
events - between the network nodes, and it is responsible
for the event driven digital changes in the network.
In this way, five energy kinds will be considered, as Table
2 summarises. This gives the network a layered structure,
with each energy kind flowing in a different layer, which is
not far from reality.
In order to obtain a rather general modeling approach,
no special technological data is given to define each ob-
ject. That is possible because, by the multi-agent based
method used, agents are defined as Java classes with only
some general and structural properties defined, being the
special ones left to the last part, at model instantiating
time. In this way the models may be used to cover a wide
sector of infrastructure utilities, including not only the tra-
ditional ones (electricity, natural, gas and heat) but others,
having the same father classes, can be created as different
instances of it. So for example, the generic Chemical En-
ergy class can be used to model any kind of gas, not only
natural gas and fossil gas but even hydrogen energy net-
works. Also the Heat class, which could serve to model
a number of utilities such as heating (water as carrier),
air conditioning (cold air as carrier), geothermic energy,
pump heath, industrial facilities that use hot oil, etc.
The method followed for modeling was to mimic the
previously described electrical power-flow method for the
other energy carriers and change the value of potential
at each node according to its type. But the problem is
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simplest in cases where the carrier is not electricity because
then the known and unknown variables are real and besides
there are only Slack type generators.
The symbols used in diagrams can be also borrowed
from the electric ones if some special notation is used for
denoting them. Figure 4 shows a possible notation for
Slack and Load buses for mechanical, chemical and ther-
mal energies, where the Control and Load labels have been
obviated, because their icons denote them.
m ch th
m g h
Figure 4: Energy bus types
Then the power flow algorithm is still valid, but can be
simplified enough. It is easy to see that in these cases, it
is equivalent to the relaxation method explained above.
Note that the power-flow algorithm allows us to con-
sider the multi-carrier energy network as a number of in-
dependent graphs, at different layers, because the values
only change at the times when the algorithm steps. For
a continuous time analysis, a further assumption, perhaps
as weighted and edge coloured graphs should be necessary
and also the “small” networks into each node should be
modeled.
In this way the model results as the superposition of a
number of networks, one for each energy carrier, which one
can imagine as if were “glued” at some nodes. Actually, if
we refine the model we will see each node like a network,
where the electric carriers interact. So in this way the
model can be seen as a network of networks where the
“big” network is the main network and each node is a
“small” network, functioning as a conversion point [29], as
it is explained below.
The power-flow algorithm is valid to calculate the elec-
trical magnitudes and also, once adapted, serves also to the
other fluids, in fact is easier because it does not requires
complex calculus.
Figure 5 shows two graphs, the first one is a standard
graph corresponding to a single energy network, and the
second one is a graphical representation of a multi-carrier
energy network.
4.2. Dynamic network structure
The classical electrical power flow assumes each network
node is of a prefixed type, that is, generator type or load
type. But in smart grids a number of generators and loads
can be attached to each node and there exists the possibil-
ity that any node can change dynamically from some type
to other, in a continuous way or driven by events, so this
should be taken into account for modeling. The same situ-
ation is true, for each energy carrier, for energy networks.
So each hub, having a number of carriers, may have exhibit
1 2
3 4
5 6
1 2
3 4
5 6
Figure 5: Single and multi energy carrier network graphs
Energy
carrier Hub types
elec G G G G L L L L
gas G G L L G G L L
heat G L G L G L G L
Table 3: Different possibilities of bus types
a number of possible combinations. For instance, for three
energy carriers, electricity, gas and heat, and two type, G
(generator) and L (load), of node behavior for each, the
number of possibilities is eight, as can be seen in Table 3.
Eight (23) types of node need to be accommodated in a
model with three energy kinds, and 16 (24) for four, and
so on. This would require to model eight different kind of
node types, or more if the number of carriers is bigger.
4.2.1. Energy Hubs
The conceptual approach of hybrid energy hub [30] acts
as an interface between energy producers, consumers, and
the transportation infrastructure. It is a unit that pro-
vides the basic features of input and output, conversion,
and storage for multiple energy carriers, acting as an in-
terface between the network agents (producers, consumers,
infrastructures), by coupling their connection lines. So the
energy hub represents a generalization or extension of the
network node in an electrical system [6].
A hub can be imagined as a block provided with input
and output terminals for energy conductors, and also in-
ternal energy storage elements. Due to the high number of
real energy carriers (electricity, gas, water, hydrogen, etc.),
and also to their different possible combinations, a huge
variety of energy hubs can be imagined and in fact many
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are used in industrial and domestic applications. There-
fore, with the aim of simplifying the analysis, which uses
output from the modeling, we were parsimonious with the
number of energy carriers based on the notion of mod-
eling energy kinds corresponding to each of the carriers
instead of using energy carriers themselves. This implies
increasing the level of abstraction of the model, leaving the
specific choice of the energy carriers for the final stages of
implementation, where data and real characteristics of all
elements should be assigned.
4.3. Energy conversion
Energy of some kind can be converted to another kind
through a special conversion process, with some losses rate
given by a efficiency factor η. This often occurs in na-
ture, for instance in the efficient photosynthesis process,
through which plants absorb energy from light (sun en-
ergy) to reduce CO2 into sugars (chemical energy), like in
Figure 6. Also a number of different kind generators can
be combined, as Figure 7 shows, creating different energy
kinds from different energy sources.
sun
g
η
gs
Figure 6: Energy conversion
One can imagine that five sockets are arranged into each
hub to be used by the internal agents for communication,
mechanical energy (m), electrical energy (e), chemical en-
ergy (g) and thermal energy (h), respectively. From an
energy point of view only the four last are operative, so
the energy conversion process at each hub can be repre-
sented as a block with four inputs
m e g h
e h
η
em η e
e
ηeg
η
hg η h
h
Figure 7: Energy conversion
pm, pe, pg, ph for input power flows, and four outputs
lm, le, lg and lh for output load flows, as Figure 8 shows.
The relationships between them are given by
lm
le
lg
lh
 =

ηmm ηme ηmg ηmh
ηem ηee ηeg ηeh
ηgm ηge ηgg ηgh
ηhm ηhe ηhg ηhh


pm
pe
pg
ph

or in matrix notation
L = EP
where P is the input power flow vector, L is the output
load flow vector and E is the hub efficiency matrix.
E
pe le
pm lm
pg lg
ph lh
Figure 8: Energy conversions in a hub
4.3.1. Storing energy
Each energy carrier introduces energy of a given type
in the hub, where it can be transformed into energy of
another type, consumed or stored. Suppose for example
that a flow pe of electrical energy comes through the wires
into the hub, where a fraction of it is converted to another
type of energy (flow pem to mechanical energy, flow peg to
chemical energy, and flow peh to thermal energy), another
fraction pes is stored and the remainder fraction pee is con-
sumed. Also it is possible that flows lme, lge, lhe, coming
respectively from mechanical, chemical and thermal con-
versions in other hubs, are feed, and also that a portion
of electrical energy les is being stored after conversion, as
Figure 9 shows.
Se
pe
cem ηem
pem lem
cee ηee
pee + • +
res ηes •
∫
−
ee
les
lee le
ceg ηeg
peg leg
ceh ηeh
peh leh
ces ηes
∫
ee
pes
lme + lge + lhe
Figure 9: Electrical socket in a hub
Doing the same for the other energy kinds considered
and joining them results the diagram shown in Figure 10.
A simpler and intuitive representation can be achieved
using a graph like picture shown in Figure 12, where the
dark zones at each node represent energy storage elements,
one near the power input and the other near the load, the
clear zones represent loads, and the coloured lines repre-
sent the conversion factors and efficiencies. One can realise
that this diagram is close to a System Dynamics represen-
tation of the hub.
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Sm
pm
cmm ηmm
pmm + • +
rms ηms •
∫
−
em
lms
lmm lm
cme ηme
pme lme
cmg ηmg
pmg lmg
cmh ηmh
pmh lmh
cms ηms
∫
em
pms
Se
pe
cem ηem
pem lem
cee ηee
pee + • +
res ηes •
∫
−
ee
les
lee le
ceg ηeg
peg leg
ceh ηeh
peh leh
ces ηes
∫
ee
pes
Sg
pg
cgm ηgm
pgm lgm
cge ηge
pge lge
cgg ηgg
pgg + • +
rgs ηgs •
∫−
eg
lgs
lgg lg
cgh ηgh
pgh lgh
cgs ηgs
∫
eg
pgs
Sh
ph
chm ηhm
phm lhm
che ηhe
phe lhe
chg ηhg
phg lhg
chh ηhh
phh + • +
rhs ηhs •
∫−
ehlhs
lhh lh
chs ηhs
∫
eh
phs
Figure 10: Hub internal diagram
As Figure 12 shows, there is a network inside each hub,
so really each hub is a network, and therefore a multi-
carrier energy network can be considered as a network of
networks. Even more, if we were to look very closely, we
would see that each of the small pentagons at the ver-
tices of this network is actually a new hub, and so on,
so definitely we have a recursive structure of network of
networks.
1 2
3 4
5 6
Figure 11: multi-carrier energy network graph
Figure 11 shows a possible multi-carrier energy network
with six nodes where each of them is a multi-carrier energy
hub, so each of the small pentagons corresponds to a hub
as that of Figure 12.
5. Model implementation
The conceptualization and design for a multi-carrier en-
ergy network is implemented into an AnyLogic model as
described below.
comm
ph
pg
lm
lgle
lhpm
pe
cmhηmh
chmηhm
Figure 12: multi-carrier energy hub
5.1. Agent based model of an electric circuit
The implementation of the electric circuit of section 3.1
is described here. The model contains 14 agents repre-
senting the network nodes. At each simulation step, each
agent of interior nodes a, b, c, d, e, computes v as the aver-
age value of all of the nodes connected to it, implementing
the relaxation method.
The model simulation window appears in Fig 13 showing
the circuit and results.
This simple example is of particular interest, because the
same or similar algorithm works not only for electric net-
works but also for other kinds of networks in which mass
conservation or fluid continuity properties can be assumed.
5.1.1. Agent-based power flow method
The implementation of the Gauss-Seidel algorithm in
AnyLogic is straightforward using the Gauss Seidel algo-
rithm, based on Equations (9), (10), (11) and (12). The
appropriate Java code is written for the agent active ob-
ject class. To facilitate complex number calculations, we
used the public domain library complex.java [31]. At
each simulation step time, the model obtains the values of
the active power and voltage at each generator and also
the values of the active and reactive power at each load
and then calculates the voltage at the load buses. In stan-
dard Power Flow calculations, the iteration stops when
the absolute value of the difference between the last and
the previous calculated voltage values is smaller than some
prefixed tolerance . But in the agent based model the it-
eration never stops while simulation is running, since the
algorithm acts over agents at each simulation steps, when
each wakes up.
For testing the model, the well known 6-bus power sys-
tem [32, p.104], with the same data, was used.
The values of voltages and powers at each bus, after
the 21-st iteration can be seen in Figure 14. The model
was also successfully checked against other standard test
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Figure 13: Electric network agent-based simulation
systems, like the IEEE 14 Bus System and the IEEE 30
Bus System.
In our first microgrid models [14, 15], the mesh method
was used (see Section 3.1 of this paper) but in later papers
[17, 18] the power flow method was incorporated. For this
current paper we used the Gauss-Seidel method [33] due
to its easy way to translate the standard algorithm to a
decentralized form for agent-based modeling. Some mod-
elers argue that convergence is very slow and most use the
Newton-Raphson method [28], even for distributed con-
trol strategies modeling. However for agent-based model-
ing, each agent is continuously interacting with the other
agents so the power flow iteration is only one among all
the operations it has to perform at each iteration step, and
therefore the speed of convergence is not so important. Re-
searchers, from the United States Department of Energy,
recently also used a Gauss-Seidel approach to develop the
so called GridLAB-D [34], a rather powerful simulator for
the US electrical distribution grid.
The implementation of the agent-based algorithm in
Anylogic was successfully validated against a load flow cal-
culation performed using the Matlab PSAT toolbox [35].
5.2. Agent based model of an energy network
We consider a number n energy carrying fluids and n
energy networks, one for each fluid. We imagine the net-
works are glued at their nodes, shaping hubs composed by
n single nodes.
hindex = colon
Hub 0 1 2 3 4 5
Elec 0 1 2 3 4 5
Gas 0 1 2 3
Heath 0 1 2
Table 4: hindex variable
An object called Hub is created and n agents of class
Hub are created in the Main class, representing the net-
work hubs. So the hub agents became the starred actors,
acting at the network nodes, being responsible of changing
the numerical values associated with the nodes as functions
of the other values at the glued nodes.
A mechanism is needed to associate in the model the
different carrier agents which are glued to each hub agent.
An obvious way could be to introduce the carrier agents
into each hub agent, but this resulted in difficulties when
applying the power-flow algorithm. An alternative index
method was implemented, using a Java variable hindex,
into each agent. For simplicity we implemented a three-
carrier energy network, for the electricity, gas and heat, as
shown in Figure 15. Each hub has been obtained by gluing
a maximum of three different agents. But for the power-
flow algorithm to work properly, the relative position of
each agent must be indicated.
Table 4, which follows from Figures 15 and 16, gives
the relative positions of agents: the number at each cell in
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Figure 14: Agent-based power flow simulation
Figure 15: Energy Hub instance in AnyLogic simulation
that table represent the respective agent number, and its
colon number indicates the index of the hub to which it
is glued. Note there is a offset by 1 at the hubs numbers
represented in Figure 16, in respect of indices in Table 4
that shows their associate Java integer variables, starting
at zero.
One can imagine these glued hubs like sockets in the
model where perhaps some other agents representing peo-
ple can plug and unplug appliances and other energy con-
sumer elements.
6. Scenario
With the above we have created a model for the struc-
ture and power flow in a multi-carrier energy network,
which can be used to calculate potentials at nodes and
flows through edges of the network, in terms of power gen-
erating devices and loads or energy consumers attached to
each node.
Then, in order to model any operation of these networks
for some special application area, the values of all energy
generators and consumers must be given, so a model for
each of them should be done. A very extensive bibliogra-
phy can be found both on generation [36, 37, 16, 17] and
load models [38, 39].
To validate the model, rather than apply it to some
real-world or future scenario, a simple case study with six
electrical agents has been created for testing the electrical
layer, using the well known IEEE 6-bus system as initial
outline. After that, a number of simulation experiments
were designed, implemented and played, using successively
further energy layers.
There are five classes of agents (for four energy layers)
in the current model: Hub with 6 hub agents, Comm with
4 communication agents, Elec with 6 electrical agents, Gas
with 4 chemical agents and Water with 3 thermal agents,
mechanical agents are not used in this model. The Hub
agents act as containers (like a multiplug) with outlets
for electrical energy (red), chemical energy (green), ther-
mal energy (blue) and communications (yellow). Electrical
agents can be of types Slack, PV or PQ (as usual), and
the other energy agents, thermal, chemical and mechanical
(not used), can be of types Slack or PQ, and communica-
tion agents are all of the same type.
The first simulation experiment was to test the electri-
cal part of the model using the same data as IEEE 6-bus
system [32, p.104]. For this test, the authors compared the
solutions obtained for this system (a) using Matlab with
Matpower Toolbox [40], and (b) with the solution given
by the model, and checking that the two were practically
equal.
After that, a number of simulation experiments were
made, by assigning special data to the other buses, loads,
efficiencies, coupling factors, etc. Although the data did
not belong to any given device, the simulations played cor-
rectly.
Recognized the inter-relationships between multiple en-
ergy carriers, efficiencies for each energy carriers differed
and power and load sums were totaled at each tick (time-
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Figure 16: Multi energy carrier simulation window
step) depending on the demand from agents. The model
primarily shows the dynamic rebalancing bet ween en-
ergy networks allowing for intermittency and storage. This
dyamical transition is not achievable other than through
bottom up, agent-led demand and supply modeling. Fig-
ure 16 shows the corresponding simulation window.
7. Conclusion and Outlook
In this paper, an approach for modeling generalized en-
ergy networks through an agent-based method is proposed.
Considering previous works which adapted this approach
to electrical networks, an extension for other energy car-
riers is introduced. In line with the agent-based model-
ing paradigm, the authors carefully chose the method to
be flexible and modular. This includes modeling individ-
ual parts of the system using decentralized approaches,
in which calculations are not performed in a global, but
rather a local manner. In this way the model can be easily
scaled or extended, by adding new entities which is possi-
ble through a modular approach.
The electrical power flow was taken as a base and simpli-
fied in order to represent flows of energy on other carriers
(gas, heat, etc.). Furthermore, the concept of an energy
hub is used, which functions as a conversion point located
at the nodes of the network.
This standardized approach allows us to tackle the com-
plexity of coupled energy networks. The homogeneous,
consistent conceptual model, despite the high level of ab-
straction chosen might look very high, it allows us to con-
sider the different carriers and their interactions, by mod-
eling the network as a system of systems.
The model can be used to represent integrated utility
infrastructures, such as systems in which not only one but
different carriers are managed together by a multi-energy
utility. The range of applications encompasses from small,
rural or microgrid systems up to large energy infrastruc-
tures in a urban context. The model can be used to per-
form exploratory simulations to better get to know those
systems, and further to test and develop operation man-
agement strategies.
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